NATURE’S SUNSHINE CELEBRATES MILESTONE 45TH ANNIVERSARY
LEHI, Utah, April 10, 2017 – April 10, 2017 marks the 45th anniversary for Nature’s
Sunshine Products, Inc. (NASDAQ: NATR), a leading natural health and wellness
company engaged in the manufacture and direct selling of nutritional and personal
care products. Founded by the Hughes family in 1972, Nature’s Sunshine has grown
from a small, family-run company to a multi-brand, multi-channel international
business with hundreds of thousands of independent distributors across the globe.

Nature’s Sunshine began when Gene Hughes took capsicum (cayenne pepper) by the
spoonful as an herbal remedy for a nagging stomach condition. He felt better and
tried to get his wife to take it, but she insisted on taking it in a capsule. Upon
discovering that no one offered encapsulated herbal products, the Hugheses
revolutionized the supplement industry with easy-to-take, encapsulated herbal
supplements. This simple innovation has helped shape the modern supplement
industry.
“It was such a simple idea,” says Nature’s Sunshine co-founder, Kristine Hughes.
“But at the time, no one was doing it. We went to the health food store and they had
raw, powdered cayenne pepper, and right next to it they had a big box of gelatin
capsules. You couldn’t help but ask, ‘Why aren’t they together?’”

The Hugheses began by encapsulating herbs by hand around their kitchen table, but
they soon discovered that they couldn’t keep up with the demand for encapsulated
herbs. Committed to the principles of quality, service and integrity, the Hugheses
determined that Nature’s Sunshine would manufacture only the finest supplements
on the market. The Hugheses established Quality Control labs and testing
procedures and demanded that only the highest quality ingredients would be used
in their products. Today with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) certifications
from NSF International and the Australian Therapeutic Goods Administration, the
company has built a reputation for offering the highest quality supplements in the
industry.
“For us, quality is not just a word,” says company co-founder, Gene Hughes. “It’s the
most important ingredient in our products and in our success. Quality is how we
express care and respect for our partners and customers around the world.”

“Nature’s Sunshine has grown and maintained its relevance because of its
commitment to its core values of innovation, quality, service, integrity and
community,” says Gregory L. Probert, Chairman and CEO of Nature’s Sunshine.
“These principles guide everything we do as we strive to become the world’s
premier health, wellness and lifestyle company.”

The innovative spirit that helped found Nature’s Sunshine in 1972 lives on today
through the Hughes Center for Research and Innovation. Named for company
founders, the Hughes Center opened in 2015 and houses a cutting-edge research
laboratory dedicated to improving our understanding of how nutritional
supplements work within the body.

Located in Nature’s Sunshine’s corporate headquarters, it employs multiple PhD
scientists, researchers and a medical professional who work to discover synergistic
combinations of natural ingredients with powerful health benefits. With a focus on
metabolic health and function, these individuals work together with Nature’s
Sunshine’s Medical and Scientific Advisory Board to drive innovation and develop
unique, proprietary formulations.

Nature’s Sunshine’s innovations extend beyond the Hughes Center to its
international business operations. In 2014 the company entered into a unique joint
venture with Fosun Pharma, a leading healthcare company in the People’s Republic
of China. The joint venture was the first of its kind between a U.S. company and a
Chinese company for direct selling products in China. Known as Nature’s Sunshine
Hong Kong Limited, the joint venture has established offices in Shanghai. China is
home to the world’s second-largest direct-selling market, and the supplement
industry is one of the fastest growing segments in the Chinese economy.

“When you think of all the companies in the world today, very few can say they’ve
been in business for 45 years,” says Probert. “Such longevity doesn’t happen by
chance. From our founders to our products and from our employees to our
distributors and customers, Nature’s Sunshine is truly a remarkable company, and
we look forward to sharing health, wellness and prosperity with the world for many
more years to come.”
About Nature’s Sunshine Products

Nature’s Sunshine Products (NASDAQ: NATR), a leading natural health and wellness
company, markets and distributes nutritional and personal care products through a
global direct sales force of over 560,000 independent Managers, Distributors and
customers in more than 40 countries. Nature’s Sunshine manufactures most of its
products through its own state-of-the-art facilities to ensure its products continue to
set the standard for the highest quality, safety and efficacy on the market today. The
Company has four reportable business segments that are divided based on the
characteristics of their Distributor base, similarities in compensation plans, as well

as the internal organization of NSP’s officers and their responsibilities (NSP
Americas; NSP Russia, Central and Eastern Europe; Synergy WorldWide; and China
and New Markets). The Company also supports health and wellness for children
around the world through its partnership with the Sunshine Heroes Foundation.
Additional information about the Company can be obtained at its website,
www.naturessunshine.com.
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